
                      Minutes of WG&E Meeting on Installations with the Heath MLB 

January 4, 2022 at 1:30 

 

Present:   WG&E:  Betsy Loiko, Chris LaVertu 

                  MLB:  Art Schwenger, Anne Emmet, David Gordon, Bill Fontes, and Ned Wolf 

                             with Jan Carr visiting,  and MLP Manager, Sheila Litchfield 

Absent:  WG&E:  Brian Sullivan 

 

Chris responded to questions about a second ride-out for $8,080. appearing on an invoice to 

Heath.  He said that he had talked with Bill Ennen who said that there had been a second ride-

out for all towns.  Bill asked that it appear on the invoice in order that he could arrange for the 

town to be reimbursed. 

 

David asked about the procedure for emptying the POD once it is taken from 18 Jacobs Road to 

a WG&E warehouse.  Chris said that as each item is removed from the POD it will with the 

exception of the routers be credited to Heath and will remain available if the need arises. 

 

In answering the question about the number of installs remaining Chris said that in FSAs 1, 2, 

and 3 there are 25 remaining while in FSA 4 the majority of the installations for the permanent 

residents have been done.  He said they’ve been pushing to reach out to the 25.  He said that 

he will have Dave Loiko drop off door hangers.  Yes, Chris said that they are on schedule for 

completing testing in FSA 4 on January 14th and releasing FSA 4 for installations on January 17. 

 

Chris agreed with Sheila’s suggestion that following the notice that FSA 4 is ready for 

installations it would be helpful if Jenny would send an email to FSA 4 residents asking for a 

response if the person wants an installation before May. 

 

Chris said he would check that he has Chris Bradway’s phone number.  In the event of a need to 

plow snow  Chris LaVertu will inform foreman Lee Machado of Chris Bradway’s offer to plow. 

 

Betsy Loiko said that there is no drop at 136 Hosmer Road.  They are signing up for the first 

time; hence the subsidy is $250.   

 

Sheila said that the subsidy for the customer at 27 Eastbrook is also $250.  Art offered to be 

available to talk with the customer if there is a question about policy.  Betsy expressed 

appreciation for the offer. 

 



The meeting adjourned at 2:00.                    Respectfully submitted, Ned Wolf 

 

 


